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1 IntroductionIn this report we survey the present state of the art in multilingual text retrieval. By\multilingual text retrieval" we mean the retrieval of documents (or, more precisely,electronic texts) based on explicit queries formulated by a human using natural lan-guage, regardless of the language in which the documents and the query are expressed.Neville has called this a \multilingually searchable system" [44]. Because the monolin-gual text retrieval problem has been well studied [28], we emphasize the cross-languageaspect of text retrieval, the case in which queries are expressed in a language di�erentfrom that of the documents.Text retrieval is a process by which users seek to locate documents which containinformation about the subject of their query.1 The ubiquitous nature of electronicdocument preparation technology and recent improvements in page segmentation andtext recognition technology have combined to make large amounts of text availablein digital form, and dramatic reductions in digital storage and communications costshave made it practical to make those texts widely available. Text retrieval systemswhich are able to organize and retrieve material from this wealth of information arethus becoming increasingly important.At present the vast majority of the demand for text retrieval is well satis�ed bymonolingual systems. One reason for this is that English is the de facto standardlanguage of both commerce and science. Furthermore, when documents are desired inanother language, it is often reasonable to expect the user to be able to formulate aquery in that language. Nevertheless, there are important needs which cannot be satis-�ed by monolingual text retrieval systems. The examples which follow are meant to beillustrative, rather than exhaustive, but together they provide the principal motivationfor this research.� A collection contains documents in such a large number of languages that it wouldbe impractical to form a query in each language.� The documents themselves are expressed in more than one language. Consider,for example:{ Technical documents in which English jargon appears intermixed with nar-rative text in another language.{ Literary criticism which quotes substantial portions of a work in a di�erentlanguage.{ Academic works which cite the titles of documents in di�erent languages.� The user is not su�ciently uent in a document collection's language to expressa query in that language, but is able to make use of the documents that areidenti�ed. This would certainly be useful for a user who is able to read but notto write well in the document collection's language, but there are a wide varietyof circumstances in which a reader totally unfamiliar with the principal languageof the document collection might �nd multilingual retrieval useful. For example:1The text retrieval process is distinguished from the conventional database access paradigm by the user'sdesire to �nd documents about a subject rather than data which directly answers the query. A conventionaldatabase of bibliographic records can be used to perform text retrieval, but other approaches are also possible.2



{ A collection of images that are indexed by captions in a language that isunfamiliar to the user.{ A researcher seeking to determine which individuals and institutions haveconducted research on a particular topic.{ A user with su�cient resources to translate the selected documents into alanguage that he or she is able to understand.This last example points up a synergistic relationship between machine assistedtranslation and multilingual text retrieval. Multilingual text retrieval can be usedto the number of documents requiring translation, while machine assisted translationmakes it practical to translate the selected documents at a reasonable cost. Incre-mental improvement in either technology should result in a greater demand for both.A similar relationship exists between multilingual text retrieval and fully automaticmachine translation. Although (except in narrow domains such as weather reporting)translations produced by fully automatic systems are of signi�cantly lower quality thanmachine assisted translations, they can be used in a \screening" role during documentselection [43].Figure 1 illustrates how fully automatic and machine assisted translation resourcescould be integrated with a multilingual text retrieval system. With such a system,queries can be constructed in whatever language the user �nds convenient, and doc-uments will be returned in whatever language they are expressed. If necessary, fullyautomatic machine translation can be used to produce screening-quality translationsthat allow the user to select documents. When a higher quality translation is required,selected documents can be submitted for machine assisted human translation.
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Figure 1: Integrating multilingual text retrieval with machine translation.Before proceeding it might be useful to identify related research that is outside thescope of this survey. The term \multilingual" is also commonly used to refer to textretrieval systems which can be parameterized to search in one of several languages(c.f. [14]). In such systems both the query and the documents must in the same lan-guage, so such systems are actually monolingual text retrieval systems. It is possible3



to use several monolingual text retrieval systems to retrieve documents from a mul-tilingual document collection, but we do not consider such an approach multilingualtext retrieval in the sense of our original de�nition.Occasionally, \multilingual" is used even more broadly to describe features of theuser interface that allow text to be entered and/or displayed using more than onelanguage or character set(c.f. [56]). This concept is also referred to as \localization"or \internationalization" of software, reecting the motivation behind the design of alinguistically parameterized user interface. In this context, an online library catalogmight be described as \multilingual" if it allowed the user to select the language inwhich help screens are displayed, even if only monolingual searching is possible.These closely related research areas o�er important perspectives on text retrieval inlanguages other than English that would be useful to developers of truly multilingualtext retrieval systems. Many components of a multilingual text retrieval system, suchas character coding, font construction, morphology, and phrase recognition, can beinitially investigated in the context of monolingual text retrieval and then later appliedto multilingual text retrieval. But our interest is in cross-language text retrieval. Soin this survey we restrict our attention to techniques for selecting documents in onelanguage based on queries expressed in another, and we subsequently use the term\multilingual text retrieval" to mean exactly that.2 Text Retrieval System ModelThe goal of a text retrieval system is to present the user with a set of items that willsatisfy his or her information need. We refer to the concrete expression of the infor-mation need in words as a \query," and we call the items from which we select \doc-uments." Every approach to text retrieval has two basic components: some techniquefor representing texts (i.e., queries and documents), and some way of comparing thoserepresentations. The objective is to automate the process of examining documents bycomputing comparisons between the representation of a query and the representationsof the documents. This automated process (referred to as \text retrieval") is successfulwhen it produces results similar to those produced by human comparison of the querywith the documents.This basic text retrieval model is often extended to account for observed di�erencesin the characteristics of queries and documents. For example, queries are often quiteshort (with lengths of one or two words not being uncommon), while documents mighteasily be hundreds of pages long. Another issue is that users frequently adopt a vocab-ulary that di�ers signi�cantly from that in the documents that contain the informationthey seek [29]. This is known as the \paraphrase problem." One way that text retrievalsystems accommodate such di�erences is by constructing representation functions thattreat queries and documents di�erently to arrive at compatible representations. Thisdistinction also provides the basis for multilingual text retrieval, which is simply aspecial case of the paraphrase problem [25], so we spend a moment to formalize thisidea.Figure 2 depicts the representation and comparison process graphically. Formally,the domain of the query representation function q is Q, the collection of possible queriesand it's range is R, the uni�ed space of text (i.e., query and document) representa-tions. The domain of the document representation function d is D, the collection of4



documents, and its range is R.2 The domain of the comparison function c is R � Rand its range is [0,1], the set of real numbers between zero and one. In an ideal textretrieval system,c(q(query); d(doc)) = j(query; doc); 8query 2 Q; 8doc 2 D;where j : Q�D 7! [0; 1] represents the user's judgement of some relationship betweentwo texts, measured on a single ordinal scale (e.g., content similarity or style similarity).Figure 2 illustrates this relationship.
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RFigure 2: Text retrieval system model.In this survey we describe two types of text retrieval systems: exact match andranked retrieval. The text retrieval model presented above can be specialized to de-scribe either approach. In an exact match text retrieval system the range of c isrestricted to be either zero or one, and it is interpreted as a binary judgement aboutwhether a document satis�es the Boolean expression speci�ed by the query. Exactmatch text retrieval systems typically provide an unranked set of documents whichsatisfy the user's query, and most existing multilingual text retrieval systems fall intothis category. We describe their operation in some detail in section 3.2.In ranked retrieval the system attempts to impose a total order on the documents insuch a way that the most useful documents are near the top of the list.3 Three types ofranked retrieval systems are described in this survey. In all three the range of c is [0,1],2The document representation function's e�ect is often referred to as an \indexing" because the results ofapplying d to each document in the collection are often used to construct an index of some sort to improvequery-time e�ciency.3Ranked retrieval systems which construct only a partial order have been proposed, but we are aware ofno work on multilingual text retrieval research in which such a model is used.5



Actually isSelected as Relevant Not RelevantRelevant Found False AlarmNot Relevant MissedPrecision = FoundFound + False AlarmRecall = FoundFound +MissTable 1: Measures of text retrieval e�ectiveness.but they di�er in how this \retrieval status value" is interpreted. In a \ranked Boolean"retrieval system the value is interpreted as the degree to which one text satis�es theBoolean expression speci�ed by the other. \Probabilistic" retrieval systems generalizethis concept still further, interpreting the value as the probability that a text is relevantto a query. Many probabilistic retrieval systems have been designed to accept queriesexpressed in natural language rather than as a boolean expression. In \similarity-based" retrieval systems (such as the \vector space" approach), the retrieval statusvalue is interpreted as measuring the degree to which the content (or some other aspect)of two texts is similar.4Real text retrieval systems at best approximate this ideal, and the �eld of textretrieval system evaluation is devoted to characterizing how close that approximationis.5 A common simplifying assumption (and one which is quite natural for exactmatch retrieval systems) is that j is binary valued and is given. In other words, it isassumed that documents are either relevant to the query or they are not, and that this\relevance judgement" can be reliably ascertained by a user. Under this assumptionthe e�ectiveness of an exact match retrieval system is typically characterized by twostatistics, \precision" and \recall."6 Precision is the fraction of the selected documentswhich are actually relevant to the user's information need, while recall is the fractionof the actual set of relevant documents that are correctly classi�ed as relevant by thetext retrieval system.7 Viewed another way, precision is one minus the false alarm rateand thus measures accuracy, while recall measures how complete the search is. Table 1illustrates these relationships.Evaluation of ranked retrieval systems is more complex. One common e�ectiveness4The fundamental assumption of similarity-based text retrieval is that documents with content similar tothe content of the user's query will satisfy his or her information need.5The quality of the approximation is a measure of e�ectiveness. E�ciency and usability are other impor-tant aspects of text retrieval system evaluation.6Other e�ectiveness measures have been proposed (c.f. [69]), but precision and recall are the most com-monly reported statistics.7Relevant documents are those which could contribute to ful�lling the information need. For a comparisonof relevance with \utility" see, for example, [69]. 6



measure for such systems is \average precision" [65]. It is computed by choosingsuccessively larger sets of documents from the top of the ranked list that result inevenly spaced values of recall between zero and one. Five (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9), nineor eleven recall points are typically used. Precision is then computed for each set. Theprocess is repeated for several queries, and the mean precision for each reported valueof recall computed. The mean of these numbers is then computed and reported as asingle �gure of merit for the system. Larger values of average precision are better, andcomparisons are only meaningful when the same collection of queries and documentsare used. Average precision does, however, obscure variations across queries withdi�erent characteristics (such as having di�ering numbers of relevant documents inthe collection). Furthermore, because the density of relevant documents is (hopefully)highest near the top of the ranked list, precision typically declines each time the setof documents is expanded to increase recall.8 Full precision-recall plots can be usefulwhen the decay rate of precision with increasing recall di�ers so markedly that eachsystem outperforms the other for some value of recall.3 Approaches to Multilingual Text RetrievalBuilding on recent work by Fluhr [25], we next present a taxonomy of multilingualtext retrieval approaches. Three main themes have emerged in the research literature:thesaurus-based approaches, corpus-based approaches and modular use of machinetranslation for text translation. We begin by describing the text translation approachboth because it is straightforward and because its weaknesses help to motivate in-vestigation of techniques which more closely integrate the translation and retrievalfunctions.3.1 Text TranslationPerhaps the most straightforward approach to multilingual text retrieval is to imple-ment either q or d using a fully automatic machine translation system in order to bringthe query and the document into a representation space R that is based on a singlelanguage. Surprisingly, although this approach has been suggested repeatedly in recentyears [16, 25, 47, 72] we are aware of only one experiment for which results have beenreported [26, 25, 57, 58].One weakness of present fully automatic machine translation systems is that theyare able to produce high quality translations only in limited domains. Fluhr observesthat text retrieval systems are typically more tolerant of syntactic than semantic trans-lation errors, but that semantic accuracy su�ers when insu�cient domain knowledgeis encoded into a translation system [25].9 Since encoding domain knowledge can beexpensive, Fluhr's observation would suggest that the e�ectiveness of a machine trans-lation approach to multilingual text retrieval will be limited, particularly when it isthe relatively short queries that are translated.8Because there may be fewer relevant documents than recall points, step function interpolation is used tocalculate the precision for the chosen values of recall. By convention, the step function chosen for interpolationdecreases monotonically, thus ensuring that precision never increases with increasing recall.9The component of a machine translation system which encodes domain knowledge is typically referredto as a lexicon. 7



It might be possible to partially mitigate this problem by translating the documentsrather than the queries. Because the documents are typically much longer than queries,a machine translation system embedded in d would have considerably more contextualinformation on which to base semantic choices than one embedded in q. Furthermore,text retrieval systems are typically tolerant of occasional semantic inaccuracy if thedominant pattern of the semantic choices is appropriate. Longer documents usuallyinclude a larger vocabulary, and a large vocabulary could improve the prospects fordeveloping a dominant pattern of correct semantic choices.However, the e�ciency of available machine translation becomes an issue whena translation system is embedded in d, because d typically must be applied to a verylarge number of documents. Moreover, some of the work done by a machine translationsystem yields no improvement in retrieval e�ectiveness. For example, translation of textrequires choosing word order and adding closed class words in the target language.10But both of these features are typically removed by q and d.In fact, some of the work done by a machine translation system could actually reducesome measures of retrieval e�ectiveness. Because word senses may not be grouped withwords in the same way in di�erent languages, machine translation systems attempt tomake the best possible determination of the sense in which polysemous words areused.11 Following that analysis a single sense is chosen for each polysemous word. In atext retrieval system, however, q and d can be designed to preserve information aboutuncertainty and c can be designed to exploit that information to improve e�ectiveness.As a simple example of this, an exact match text retrieval system could substitute everypossible translation for a polysemous word, thus increasing recall (at the expense ofprecision). Some types of ranked retrieval systems are able to represent and exploitinformation about the probability that each sense of a polysemous word is correct.If this information could be extracted from the machine translation system, averageprecision might be improved by increasing recall while limiting the adverse e�ect onprecision.These observations suggest that when designing q and d functions for multilingualtext retrieval, the type and depth of processing should be determined by the ability ofthe representation space R to represent the results of that processing and the abilityof the comparison function c to use that information. We could either constrain ourprocessing by the ability of existing techniques to use the resulting information or wecould design new representations and comparison functions to exploit the informationthat machine translation technology can provide. In the remainder of this section wewill describe how these two approaches have been integrated in both practical andexperimental systems.3.2 Multilingual ThesauriIn this survey we de�ne a thesaurus as a tool which organizes terminology to encodedomain knowledge for use by an application. Thus a thesaurus is an ontology that isspecialized to organizing terminology. A multilingual thesaurus is one which organizesterminology frommore than one language. Bilingual dictionaries, which typically de�ne10Closed class words, words which carry little content, are typically removed by the \stopword" list in atext retrieval system.11Polysemous words are words which have more than one meaning.8



Thesaurus Type CharacteristicsSubject Thesaurus Hierarchical and associative relations.Unique term assigned to each node.Concept List Term space partitioned into concept classes.Term List List of cross-language synonyms.Lexicon Machine readable syntax and/or semantics.Table 2: Examples of multilingual thesauri.terms with respect to other terms, are clearly subsumed by this de�nition.12 Lexiconsin computational linguistics, which encode syntactic and semantic information aboutterms, are included as well. Complex thesauri used as a concept index in automatictext retrieval systems, are also within the scope of our de�nition of a thesaurus. Evena simple bilingual listing of technical terms in which each term is assigned a uniquetranslation, would be a thesaurus by our de�nition. We realize that this is an unusu-ally broad de�nition of the term \thesaurus." But because no standard terminologysuccinctly captures the concept we describe, we have chosen to use the term mostclosely associated with present multilingual text retrieval practice. Table 2 shows somecommon types of thesauri used in multilingual text retrieval systems.Thesaurus-based techniques share certain advantages and limitations. Because the-sauri can represent relationships between terms and concepts in a way that humans �ndunderstandable, thesaurus-based text retrieval allows users to exploit insight gainedduring the search process to reformulate better queries. Furthermore, because a sig-ni�cant amount of domain knowledge can be encoded in the thesaurus, in the handsof a skilled user a thesaurus-based text retrieval system can be a powerful tool. Onthe other hand, use of a thesaurus imposes an a priori limitation on both the vo-cabulary the user may employ and on the domain to which the text retrieval systemcan be applied.13 Present techniques for thesaurus construction and maintenance areresource-intensive, and the training and e�ort required to e�ectively use the concept re-lationships contained in a sophisticated thesaurus can be substantial. We discuss someof these limitations in more detail at the end of section 3.2.2 after we have describedhow thesauri are used for multilingual text retrieval.Several aspects of domain knowledge can be encoded in a thesaurus. The key fea-ture of every multilingual thesaurus is a speci�cation of cross-linguistic synonymy.14Hierarchical concept relationships (broader term, narrower term) and associative rela-tionships (related term, synonymous term) are typically included in more sophisticatedthesauri.15Thesauri can be used either manually or automatically. In so-called \controlled12As used in this survey, \terms" is used inclusively to mean either single words or multi-word phrases.13Even fairly comprehensive dictionaries lack detailed coverage of a large number of domains, an observa-tion con�rmed by the development of countless specialized technical dictionaries.14The speci�cation of cross-linguistic synonymy need not be complete because some terms may not havedirect translations in another language.15Systems which do not make the thesaurus accessible to the user may use only an internal representationfor nodes in a conceptual hierarchy, so the \broader terms" we refer to may not be intended for human use.9



vocabulary" systems, every concept is labeled with a unique descriptive term so thatthe user can manually specify the appropriate concepts in his or her query. When theconcept relationships encoded in a thesaurus are used automatically, the technique isoften referred to as \concept retrieval." In a simple concept retrieval system a conceptlist could be used to replace each term with its concept class to increase recall (again atthe expense of precision). A more sophisticated approach, known as \query expansion"would be to use the concept relationships encoded in the thesaurus to choose termsthat could improve both precision and recall. We give examples of both techniquesbelow.Both concept substitution and query expansion represent attempts to increase recallby reducing the e�ects of the paraphrase problem. Precision can be increased byincluding syntactic or semantic information in a thesaurus to mitigate the e�ects ofpolysemy.16 For example, in a controlled vocabulary system semantic information(called a \scope note") is often provided in the thesaurus to help users manually choosethe correct term. A concept retrieval system could apply this idea by automaticallytagging some words with their part-of-speech and then select translations that areappropriate for that part-of-speech. We describe such a system below.We begin our discussion of thesaurus-based systems with a description of two impor-tant early experiments that demonstrated the potential of that approach. We will thendescribe developments in controlled vocabulary and concept retrieval systems, followedby a description of projects which have exploited encoded semantic knowledge.3.2.1 Early WorkPigur describes a multilingual controlled vocabulary thesaurus in English, Frenchand German that was developed for the International Road Research Documentation(IRRD) system in 1964 [53]. But the earliest reported experimental results on the ef-fectiveness of multilingual text retrieval were reported by Salton at Cornell Universityin 1969 [64]. Salton augmented his SMART text retrieval system17 with a multilin-gual concept list constructed by translating some of the words in an existing Englishconcept list into German. Forty-eight English queries for a collection of library sci-ence abstracts were manually translated into German, and all four possible languagepairs were evaluated. On the 468 German abstracts, the use of English rather thanGerman queries reduced the average precision18 from 0.35 to 0.34 (3%),19 while on1095 English abstracts the use of German rather than English queries reduced theaverage precision from 0.33 to 0.31 (6%). From this Salton concluded that althoughretrieval e�ectiveness varied across document collections (a well known phenomenon intext retrieval), \cross-language processing : : : is nearly as e�ective as processing withina single language." After examining the retrieval failures in more detail he concludedthat \it would therefore seem essential that a more complete thesaurus be used underoperational conditions for future experiments."16Polysemy resolution is often referred to as \word sense disambiguation."17SMART is a vector space ranked text retrieval system.18In these studies Salton reported precision at �ve values of recall evenly spaced between 0.1 and 0.9.19We report average precision to two decimal places, but do not mean to imply that the results arestatistically signi�cant to two �gures. We report the percentage di�erence based on these values withreference to the monolingual technique in an attempt to facilitate comparison with other approaches.10



For a 1973 paper Salton implemented an English-French multilingual concept list,this time achieving more complete coverage by independently developing the sectionfor each language after establishing a common set of concepts [63]. Again, no infor-mation about the relationships between concepts was encoded or used. In this studyhe obtained a French-English parallel corpus of 52 abstracts about documentation andused a set of 16 translated queries.20 Salton observed that on French abstracts theuse of English rather than French queries increased the average precision from 0.43to 0.45 (5%) but that on English documents the use of French rather than Englishqueries decreased the average precision from 0.43 to 0.38 (12%). This last result isperhaps explained by the sensitivity of the average precision metric to the rank as-signed to a single abstract in such a small collection (a speculation reinforced by thenearly step-function shape of the precision-recall graphs in this case). Salton observes,however, that the smaller English vocabulary in this domain also gave English queriesthe advantage of operating at a somewhat higher level of abstraction.At about the same time, Pevzner performed a similar experiment using the Rus-sian PNP-2 exact match controlled vocabulary text retrieval system [52].21 Pevznerexpanded the PNP-2's sophisticated Russian thesaurus, which contained several thou-sand words, several thousand concepts, and over 600 relationships between those con-cepts, to English [51]. He then used PNP-2 to retrieve both Russian and Englishdocuments based on an identical set of 103 short Russian queries.22 Using quantitieshe calls \losses" and \noise," Pevzner reported that a sign test revealed no statisticallysigni�cant di�erence (to 95% con�dence) between selections from 4000 Russian and4400 English electrical engineering documents.233.2.2 Controlled Vocabulary SystemsBy 1973 it was well established that both controlled vocabulary and concept retrievalsystems with multilingual thesauri could achieve performance across languages on a parwith the within-language performance of the same techniques. Commercial acceptancesoon followed, and by 1977 Iljon was able to identify four multilingual text retrievalsystems operating in Europe [34]. Since this early work, six principal lines of research onmultilingual thesauri have emerged: design standards, development and maintenancetools, special purpose hardware, new language pairs and domains, user interfaces, anduser needs assessment.In 1970 it was already becoming clear that standardization of thesaurus develop-ment to prevent \creation of many divergent and incongruent subject indexing vocab-ularies" would be bene�cial, and in 1971 the United Nations Educational Scienti�c andCultural Organization (UNESCO) proposed standards for multilingual thesaurus de-velopment [73]. In 1973 the International Standards Organization (ISO)24 took up thematter, and by 1976 the draft speci�cation had been greatly expanded [3]. Approvedin 1978 as ISO 5964 and most recently modi�ed in 1985, the standard describes how20A parallel corpus is a collection of documents in which every document is translated into every language.21PNP-2 stands for \Pusto-Nepusto-2." In his 1973 paper [63], Salton translates the name of Pevzner'ssystem as \Empty-Nonempty 2" and transliterates Pevzner's name as \Pevsner."22The examples Pevzner provides are all between 2 and 5 words.23Unfortunately, the cited de�nitions of \losses" and \noise" are in Russian, and Pevzner's summary oftheir de�nition appears to be incomplete.24ISO Technical Committee 46, Working Group 5.11



domain knowledge can be incorporated in multilingual thesauri and identi�es alter-native techniques for multilingual thesaurus development. In 1982 the Soviet Unionadopted a similar standard, GOST 7.24-80 [49].25The European Parliament's EUROVOC is an example of a modern ISO 5964 mul-tilingual thesaurus [27]. First published in 1984, EUROVOC now includes all nineo�cial languages of the European Community, and portions of it have been trans-lated into additional languages (c.f. [13]).26 Thesaurus design remains expensive, andthis fact has limited the domains to which which controlled vocabulary retrieval hasbeen applied. But EUROVOC demonstrates that once the basic concept relationshipshave been de�ned for a domain, extension of an ISO 5964 multilingual thesaurus toadditional languages is quite practical.As large multilingual thesauri have proliferated, design and maintenance tools havebecome increasingly important. In 1970, Neville described a procedure for mergingthesauri that could be used to merge monolingual thesauri to produce a multilingualthesaurus [45], and in 1975 he contrasted this approach with other ways of producingmultilingual thesauri [46]. Bollmann and Konrad presented a technique for mergingmonolingual with bilingual thesauri in 1975 [7], and in 1977 Iljon surveyed availablethesaurus design and maintenance tools and described the operation of the Commissionfor the European Communities' ASTUTE system [33].27More recently, an automatic technique for using a thesaurus to generate corre-sponding indexing terms in four languages was described by Pelissier and others in1986 [50]. In 1987 Kalachkina presented an algorithm for merging thesauri in di�erentlanguages [35] and in 1989 Loginov described tools developed in the Soviet Union tomaintain a Russian-English version of the (monolingual) United States National Li-brary of Medicine's Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) thesaurus [41]. Loginov's paperillustrates a case in which external factors (changes to MeSH) generate the thesaurusmaintenance requirements. Sogoaga of SABINI, a Spanish library automation com-pany, also described the design of interactive tools for multilingual thesaurus mainte-nance [19]. The SABINI system was designed for automation of bibliographic recordsin an online library catalog. Sogoaga provided no examples of implementations forspeci�c languages, however.In 1988 Kitano, from NEC's Tokyo Software Engineering Development Laboratory,described the development of a hardware tool designed to support multilingual textretrieval [36]. He implemented a Japanese-English thesaurus using a NEC integratedcircuit known as the \Intelligent String Search Processor." At the time, the ISSP the-saurus implementation had not been integrated with a text retrieval system, however,so no experimental results were reported.The research literature on multilingual text retrieval o�ers several examples of sys-tems which have implemented new language pairs [2, 10]. and new domains [4, 39, 75].Because this type of report can describe the e�ect of previously unseen linguistic phe-nomena on thesaurus design and other aspects of a text retrieval system (e.g. stemmingand compound recognition), case studies can provide useful insights into the complexity25BS 6723, DIN 1463 and AFNOR NF Z 47-101 are the national standards for multilingual thesaurusdevelopment in the United Kingdom, Germany and France, respectively.26The nine languages are Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese, andSpanish.27ASTUTE stands for Automated System for Thesaurus Updating, Testing and Editing.12



of implementing ISO 5964 and similar national standards.Semturs, of IBM Netherlands' Scienti�c and Cross Industry Center, provided someinsight into the contemporary commercial development of user interfaces for multilin-gual text retrieval systems in the mid-1970's [66, 67]. He described the capabilitiesof a commercial product, the STAIRS-TLS exact match text retrieval system, whichwas able to accommodate queries and documents in German, English and French.28STAIRS was originally a monolingual full-text retrieval system,29 and STAIRS-TLSadded a multilingual thesaurus. It included an interactive interface with thesaurus-based tools to facilitate controlled vocabulary query formulation. Semturs' papersreport no performance �gures, but they o�er some insight into the market demandsfor multilingual text retrieval.More recently, a team at the University of Hudders�eld Centre for Database AccessResearch in the United Kingdom led by Pollitt has integrated multilingual thesauriwith interactive personal computer technology to address one of the fundamental lim-itations of controlled vocabulary text retrieval [6, 40, 54, 55]. Experience has shownthat although the domain knowledge that can be encoded in a thesaurus permits expe-rienced users to form more precise queries, casual and intermittent users have di�cultyexploiting the expressive power of a traditional query interface in exact match retrievalsystems. Adapting their Menu-based User Search Engine (MenUSE) to use the Eu-ropean Parliament's multilingual EUROVOC thesaurus, Pollitt's team has developeda query formulation tool which facilitates visual browsing in the user's preferred lan-guage. Pollitt's team has also extended the English thesaurus for the INSPEC databaseto Japanese and integrated it with MenUSE. The cited works do not report experi-mental results on the utility of the multilingual MenUSE interface, but a monolingualevaluation of MenUSE on the INSPEC database is presented in [68].Controlled vocabulary text retrieval systems are widely used in libraries, and userneeds assessment has received considerable attention from library and information sci-ence researchers. Rolling described a user needs assessment conducted for the Councilof the European Community in 1974 [62], and the TRANSLIB project, a part of the Eu-ropean Commission's I*M-Europe Telematics for Libraries program, provides a recentexample of user needs assessment [71]. TRANSLIB's goal is development of a trilingual(Greek, Spanish and English) subject search capability for an online library catalog.Chachra discussed user needs assessment for multilingual online library catalogs in [12]more generally, and provided examples from the VTLS online library catalog system.In addition to monolingual full text searching, VTLS used a multilingual thesaurus tosuggest controlled vocabulary search terms in a second language. Rolland-Thomas de-scribed a similar feature in the Canadian DOBIS bilingual online library catalog, anddiscussed the utility of more automatic techniques from a user needs perspective [61].Pasanen-Tuomainen, of the Helsinki University of Technology, reported results froma usability assessment for a multilingual online library catalog, TENTTU, that in-corporated both multilingual controlled vocabulary and monolingual full text search-ing. [48]30 Examining 2,620 search commands issued during 655 sessions, she found that28STAIRS-TLS stands for STorage And Information Retrieval System-Thesaurus and Linguistic integratedSystem.29A full-text retrieval system is one which can index any word appearing in any document, regardless ofwhether it appears in a thesaurus.30TENTTU used the Universal Decimal Classi�cation (UDC), a greatly expanded version of the Dewey13



library sta� used the controlled vocabulary in 46 of their 337 search commands (14%),but that other patrons used it for less than 3% of their commands. She did observe,however, that 11% of the remaining search commands contained words found in thethesaurus that could have been mapped across languages had TENTTU been designedto do so. She also suggested that limited thesaurus availability and inadequate patrontraining might have reduced thesaurus utilization.Multilingual text retrieval systems are widely used today, but nearly every com-mercial system that we are aware of uses an exact match approach.31 Sophisticatedmultilingual thesauri have been developed for many domains and many languages, andthe procedures for adding new domains and languages are well understood. Before de-scribing experimental approaches, then, we pause to outline what we hope to gain byexamining other techniques. After all, if we are to improve on present practice we mustunderstand the limitations of present systems. Three key factors bear examination inthis regard: cost, usability by untrained users, and e�ectiveness [22].Thesaurus construction is an expensive activity. But thesaurus use can be evenmore expensive because in a controlled vocabulary system every document must beassigned terms that reect the concepts it contains.32. Although automated tools canimprove human productivity, as long as human intellectual activity is required to rec-ognize and organize information the costs will remain substantial. In fact, with thesustained dramatic decline of computer hardware costs, human activities such as the-saurus maintenance and controlled vocabulary indexing have come to dominate systemcosts. This limits both the scalability of existing thesaurus-based systems to accommo-date the rapid growth in electronically accessible texts and the generalizability of thetechnique to new domains (e.g. personal document collections) for which constructionand/or use of a thesaurus is economically impractical.Another important limitation of controlled vocabulary text retrieval techniques, andone which is shared by full text exact match techniques as well, is that untrained usersseem to have di�culty exploiting their capabilities. Signi�cant di�erences between theperformance of skilled and untrained users have been observed with their choice ofterms, their use of the term relationships that can be encoded in a thesaurus, and theiruse of operators such as and , or and not for query construction. In many cases it hasproven more economical to provide trained intermediaries than to provide adequatetraining to each user. Advanced user interfaces such as MenUSE o�er some potentialfor mitigating this problem, and expert systems that construct Boolean queries fromnatural language have been investigated in a monolingual context [42]. The rankedretrieval techniques we describe in section 3.3 represent another approach to solvingthis problem. Ranked retrieval systems typically accept queries in natural languageand allow a (relatively) unconstrained choice of terms. In general, the goal of rankedretrieval is not to replace exact match techniques but rather to augment them withtechniques that improve the search e�ectiveness of untrained users. In multilingualtext retrieval, ranked retrieval techniques also allow us to avoid an unsolved problemidenti�ed by Chachra [12], who observed that single terms in one language can corre-spond to complex boolean expressions in another when a controlled vocabulary is notdecimal system, as a multilingual subject thesaurus.31The exception is the SPIRIT system developed for EMIR which we discuss below.32Dubois discounted this factor, but his analysis was conducted in the context of abstracting services inwhich the cost of abstract preparation dominates the processing cost for newly arrived documents14



used.A third reason to investigate corpus-based techniques is to improve e�ectiveness.Language use is a creative activity, and new words enter human languages each year.Because thesaurus construction is time-consuming, thesauri in production applicationsnecessarily lag somewhat behind the common use of terminology. Furthermore, there issome evidence that thesaurus designers have more di�culty anticipating which conceptsand relationships will be useful to their system's eventual users than a cursory inspec-tion of the thesaurus would suggest [65].33 Since corpus-based techniques are basedon the observed statistics of term usage, they o�er some hope that important aspectsof current term usage can be identi�ed and exploited. The potential of corpus-basedmultilingual text retrieval techniques has yet to be realized in a large-scale experiment,however, so we will begin our discussion of experimental techniques with those whichinclude some form of human-usable thesaurus.3.2.3 Concept RetrievalSalton's early experiments provide one example of concept retrieval. An alternative toSalton's representation of concepts in R is to represent terms, using the multilingualthesaurus to guide the term selection process. This is a variation on query expansion,a well studied technique for monolingual text retrieval [9].34 The basic idea of queryexpansion is to accommodate term usage variations by augmenting the terms in thequery with related terms. But because query expansion typically improves recall at theexpense of precision, selection of inappropriate terms could reduce overall performancemeasures such as average precision. So, in the context of multilingual text retrieval,the goal of query expansion techniques is to accommodate cross-linguistic term usagevariation while minimizing the adverse impacts on e�ectiveness.Recently, Davis and Dunning of New Mexico State University have evaluated severalmultilingual text retrieval techniques, one of which is based on query expansion [16].For the evaluation of Spanish text retrieval at the fourth Text Retrieval Conference(TREC-4) they manually translated 25 Spanish queries into English and then usedthem to select documents from a collection of 58,000 Spanish articles from the Mex-ican newspaper \El Norte" using the INQUIRY text retrieval system. They thenautomatically formed a Spanish query by selecting every English translation for eachword in the query from a simple bilingual term list.35 This approach, which they usedas a benchmark against which to compare their corpus-based approaches, achieved anaverage precision of 0.04.36 Five of the ten participants in the TREC-4 Spanish textretrieval evaluation achieved an average precision exceeding 0.21 on the same collec-33Discussions about the relative e�ectiveness of controlled vocabulary and statistical text retrieval are oftenmarked by considerable enthusiasm on both sides, however, so it is di�cult to �nd impartial evaluations onthis issue.34The unique feature of cross-language query expansion is that the original term is removed from theexpanded query unless it carries the same meaning in both languages.35Davis and Dunning used an online version of the Collins English-Spanish dictionary as a bilingual termlist.36Average precision in TREC is computed over eleven points evenly spaced between 0.0 and 1.0. Docu-ments selected by any participating system are evaluated and the remaining documents are not examined.\Unknown" documents are treated as \not relevant," so TREC actually lower bounds recall. That bound isthought to be fairly tight. 15



tion by using the Spanish queries directly, so Davis and Dunning's results suggest thatunconstrained query expansion is of limited value for multilingual text retrieval.37Building on this work, Hull and Grefenstette at Rank-Xerox in France have eval-uated the potential of more sophisticated approaches to query expansion [32]. Theymanually translated 50 short TREC queries38 into French and created a bilingual termlist that contained every possible translation for each French word.39 Unconstrainedcross-language query expansion was then used to select from approximately 500,000newspaper articles for which relevance judgements were available using the SMARTvector space text retrieval system.40 They found that adding phrases41 to the bilingualterm list increased their e�ectiveness measure42 from 0.27 to 0.36 (33%).43 Using theoriginal English queries, Hull and Grefenstette achieved an e�ectiveness measure of0.39. From this they concluded that inclusion of phrases in a bilingual term list canallow the query expansion technique to perform almost as well across languages astraditional statistical techniques do in a monolingual setting.44The European Multilingual Information Retrieval (EMIR) project, led by Fluhr ofthe French Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucl�eaires (INSTN), also useda query expansion technique [26, 57, 58, 59, 70]. An ESPRIT II45 project, EMIR workproceeded between November of 1990 through March of 1994. The goal of EMIR wasto extend the SPIRIT text retrieval system (which was originally developed by Fluhrand others) to multiple languages.46 The initial language pair was English and French,and it was later extended to German. Analit Ltd., a Russian company, is extendingSPIRIT to Russian. SPIRIT is a ranked Boolean text retrieval system, in which setsare selected using successively smaller portions of the original query and then rankedfor display in order of increasing generality.For the French/English language pair there were 33,153 mappings from Frenchterms to one or more English terms. Each such mapping had between 1 and 24 possibleEnglish terms, and the median number of English terms for a French term was 2.English terms which did not appear in the document collection were then eliminated.On a parallel bilingual corpus from the European Court of Justice, this achieved atleast a 40% reduction in the number of target terms for 92.6% of the transfer rules.More comprehensive performance results are given below.37One of the systems exceeding an 0.21 was submitted for comparison by Davis and Dunning. The bestaverage precision achieved by a monolingual system was 0.49.38Hull and Grefenstette used shortened versions of TREC queries 51-100 which had an average length ofseven words.39The bilingual term list was manually constructed using the third edition of the Robert and CollinsFrench-English dictionary.40Use of existing TREC relevance judgements lower bounds both precision and recall.41Only phrases appearing in the same dictionary were added.42Hull and Grefenstette reported precision averaged over �xed size sets containing the top ranked 5, 10,15, and 20 documents.43These �gures were used by Hull and Grefenstette as a benchmark for evaluating automatic techniquesfor constructing term lists from an online dictionary that was designed originally for human use.44In comparing these results with those of Davis and Dunning it is important to consider that Hull andGrefenstette selected their e�ectiveness measure with interactive applications in mind.45ESPRIT II was the second phase of the European Commission's information technology researchprogram.46SPIRIT stands for Syntactic and Probabilistic Indexing and Retrieval of Information in Text.16



3.2.4 Encoding Semantic InformationAnother aspect of the EMIR project was application of fast but shallow parsing toexploit semantic information that was encoded in the thesaurus [59, 57, 58, 70]. Thenumber of English terms was reduced by labeling each English term with the cor-responding part of speech and then only choosing those English terms which wereappropriate for the syntactic usage of the French term. The EMIR thesaurus was abilingual term list in which semantic information, encoded as compounds, was usedin place of concept relationships. In EMIR, terms included words, phrases and com-pounds. Because compounds link key terms together on the basis of their semanticrelationship rather than their surface form, compound formulation is more powerfulthan simple phrase extraction. Because the order of the components in a compoundwas sometimes switched in the target language, the term list entries for compoundswere constructed to account for transposition when necessary.The EMIR version of SPIRIT was evaluated on the Cran�eld collection of 1398aeronautical abstracts using 225 queries which had been translated into French by theFrench Army Documentation Center. English documents were retrieved in response toFrench queries. For comparison, the French queries were translated back into Englishusing the SYSTRAN fully automatic machine translation system and documents wereselected using a monolingual version of the SPIRIT text retrieval system. EMIR in-creased average precision over the combination of SYSTRAN and SPIRIT from 0.21to 0.27 (29%), but use of the original English queries with SPIRIT further increasedaverage precision to 0.34 (26%).47Some more exploratory projects with potential multilingual text retrieval applica-tions have also been reported. Rassinoux's recent work on multilingual text retrievalusing conceptual graphs o�ers some insight into how deep semantic processing mightbe used [60]. The system, known as RECIT, was designed for the sharply limited do-main of radiology reports and hospital discharge summaries from the digestive surgerydepartment at a single trilingual (French, English and German) hospital.48 Rassinouxdeveloped syntactic and semantic analysis routines to produce conceptual graphs in amanually constructed conceptual schemata, but provided no detail on how these con-ceptual graphs might be matched. The development of techniques for approximatematching of conceptual graphs would be useful in this regard.Kitano's 1988 paper described a Direct Memory Access Parser (DMAP) implemen-tation, a system he calls \SMAP," using the same hardware [36]. SMAP was designedto extract concepts from multilingual sentences and use them to �ll a case frame.49Reported parsing speeds were better than one millisecond per word for sentences of upto 10 words. Kitano did not, however, discuss how the case frames would be designed(except to observe the need for development tools), nor did he describe how case frameswould be matched.47These are nine point averages, evenly spaced between 0.1 and 0.9.48RECIT stands for REpres�entation du Contenu Informationnel des Textes m�edicaux.49A multilingual sentence is one in which words from more than one language appear.17



3.3 Corpus-Based TechniquesThe alternative to use of a thesaurus is to directly exploit statistical information aboutterm usage that can be gleaned from parallel corpora. This more direct approach iswell suited for integration with text retrieval techniques that are themselves based onthe statistics of term usage. Statistical retrieval techniques typically exploit two keyobservations about term usage. The �rst is that documents which a user would judge tobe similar generally use similar terms. Referring again to the model in �gure 2, q and dare typically designed to extract term frequency information and c is designed to exploitit. The second observation is that the usefulness of a term for discriminating betweendocuments is greatest for the rarest terms and least for the most common terms.Common terms with little relation to content are typically removed by a \stoplist" ofclosed class terms, and the remainder are often weighted using the \inverse documentfrequency," which is typically calculated as:idfi = log2( Number of documentsNumber of documents with term i)Combining the two results in the so-called \t�df " (term frequency and inverse docu-ment frequency) t�dfij = tfij � idfiWhere tfij is the number of times term i appears in document j. More complexfunctions of term and document frequency are often used, so our discussion of t�df ismeant to be illustrative rather than exhaustive.Several techniques can be used to construct the comparison function c for a t�df representation.Probably the simplest is the \vector space technique" in which vectors of t�df weightsare formed by q and d and the normalized inner product of two vectors is computed byc. The normalized inner product has the desirable property that it is a strictly increas-ing function with respect to any decrease in the di�erence of two matched (i.e. sameterm) t�df values. In other words, bringing two vectors closer along any dimensionwill increase their computed similarity. Because the normalized inner product of twovectors is the cosine of the angle between the vectors in a vector space, the normalizedinner product is known as the cosine similarity measure. SMART, developed by Saltonat Cornell University, is an example of a vector space text retrieval system [65].Probabilistic retrieval techniques typically implement a more complex c function.Typically based on the simplifying assumption that j (and hence r) is binary valued(i.e., every document is either relevant or it is not), probabilistic text retrieval tech-niques seek to estimate the probability that a given document is relevant based ont�df (or similar) evidence. INQUIRY, developed by Croft and others at the Universityof Massachusetts at Amherst, is an example of a probabilistic text retrieval system [14].3.3.1 Automatic Thesaurus ConstructionIn a sense, corpus-based techniques can be viewed as a type of automatic thesaurusconstruction technique in which information about the relationship between terms isobtained from observed statistics of term usage. The di�erence is that in this case the\thesaurus" need not be constructed by humans. As with many other multilingualtext retrieval techniques, automatic thesaurus construction has a signi�cant researchheritage in a monolingual context [15]. A substantial amount of research has appeared18



on this subject has been reported in the machine translation literature. For the presentsurvey we describe two techniques for automatically constructing multilingual thesaurifrom a text retrieval perspective.The �rst technique, developed by van der Eijk of Digital Equipment Corporationin the Netherlands, was tested on 1,100 noun phrases drawn from a parallel corpus ofabout 1000 long Dutch and English sentence pairs in a technical document [74].50 Thenoun phrases in each sentence pair were identi�ed using a statistical part of speechtagger and a simple parser. Candidate translations for each Dutch noun phrase wereconstructed by comparing the frequency with which each English term occurred in theEnglish portion of sentence pairs containing that noun phrase to the frequency withwhich that English term occurred in the entire collection. An additional feature wasincorporated to discourage the choice of noun phrases which occurred at signi�cantlydi�erent relative positions in the sentence pairs.Parameters were found that resulted in identi�cation of the single correct translation45% of the time, and alternative choices which produced a list of candidate translationscontaining the correct single translation 66% of the time were also identi�ed. Sentencealignment, part of speech tagging and parsing errors accounted for 85% of the errors,so van der Eijk speculated that selection of the upper bound on the performance of histechnique was a correct single translation about 60% of the time or inclusion of thecorrect translation in a list about 95% of the time. Because of the small size of theparallel corpus it was not possible to determine the performance of the technique whenmore than one translation of the same term was present in the corpus.51 The resultingbilingual lexicon was not used for text retrieval, so we are unable to determine whate�ect the translation errors would have on retrieval e�ectiveness. Furthermore, we cano�er no guidance regarding whether the precision reduction resulting from increasingthe number of candidate translations could be o�set by the recall increase resultingfrom a greater likelihood of including the correct translation in the list.Recently, Lin and Chen at the University of Arizona have applied a machine learningapproach to multilingual thesaurus construction [31]. Extending earlier work on termclustering, they developed a Chinese-English concept list using a collection of 1052titles from Chinese technical papers, many of which contained a mixture of Chineseand English words. Using synaptic weights based on the pairwise co-occurrence of termsin the same title, they constructed a Hop�eld neural network to generate clusters ofterms.52 Their system clustered terms from 68% of the documents into 36 concepts(without overlap), and they report that manual inspection showed that the termsassociated with \all concept descriptors appeared to be relevant and precise" and thatsome clusters contained both Chinese and English terms. Lin and Chen also suggestthat the raw term co-occurrence values could be used directly in a manner similar tothe \related term" information in a conventional subject thesaurus. They report noexperimental retrieval results, however.50The average sentence length was over 24 words. The sentences were aligned using statistical techniques,and 7% of the sentence pairs were later discovered to be incorrectly aligned.5171% of the Dutch noun phrases occurred only once in the entire collection.52In Chinese multiple symbols were recognized as phrases, but in English individual words were used.19



3.3.2 Term Vector TranslationWe now turn our attention to corpus-based multilingual text retrieval techniques whichproduce mappings that are not designed for human use. In particular, we considerstatistical multilingual text retrieval techniques in which the goal is to map statisticalinformation about term use between languages. In particular, we consider techniqueswhich map sets of t�df term weights from one language to another, a process we callterm vector translation.Fluhr describes a particularly simple technique which provides a good startingpoint for our discussion [25]. Consider a two language case in which we have threesubcollections, one in English, one in French and one which is parallel (i.e. everydocument in the parallel collection appears in paired English and French versions).Each query is �rst presented to the parallel collection, and the documents in thatcollection are ranked with respect to the similarity between the query and the version ofthe documents that are in the query's language. The highest ranking French documentsare then concatenated and used as a query on the remaining French documents, avariation on a technique known as relevance feedback. The same is done for the Englishdocuments. The three ranked lists are then combined in some manner and presentedto the user.53Relevance feedback is a commonly used technique in statistical information re-trieval. A normalized t�df vector is, in a sense, a heuristic approximation to the em-pirical distribution of term importance within a document. Viewed in this light, thenormalized inner product is simply the correlation between two documents describedby such distributions.54 Since the quality of an empirical distribution can be improvedby adding observations, relevance feedback can be viewed as a heuristic approach tosmoothing out the clumpy empirical distributions that are associated with relativelyshort queries.55 In other words, relatively unimportant terms are suppressed and rela-tively important terms are reinforced.In their TREC-4 experiment, Davis and Dunning tried three more complex termvector translation techniques[16, 17, 18]. Using 80,000 pairs of aligned sentences froma parallel corpus of United Nations documents, they �rst selected the 8,000 Englishsentences that were most similar to their English translations of each TREC query.They then used the Spanish versions of those 8,000 sentences to select 100 commonSpanish terms associated with each query.56 Terms were then adaptively deleted fromthis set using an evolutionary programming strategy, with a goal of �nding a Spanishquery that could select Spanish sentences in a way similar to the way the Englishquery selected English documents.57 Details of the technique are presented in [17].The evolutionary programming step only increased average precision from 0.004 to53We are not aware of experimental results which describe the e�ectiveness of this technique.54By linearity, the normalized inner product is the inner product of the normalized t�df vectors.55Proving such an claim would require statistical independence of the observations, a condition that isunlikely to be be satis�ed. But relevance feedback has been observed to improve e�ectiveness, so we seekhere to explain, not to prove, its e�ectiveness.56The 100 terms chosen were those were the 501st to the 600th most common terms.57More precisely, a Spanish query was sought which would maximize the unnormalized inner product oftwo 80,000-element vectors, one formed by computing the cosine similarity between that Spanish query andeach Spanish sentence and the other formed by computing the cosine similarity between the �xed Englishquery and each English sentence. 20



0.02,58 but they observed that additional improvement might be obtained if a paralleltraining corpus from a domain more closely related to the evaluation domain wereavailable.Their third technique was based on the same training corpus of aligned sentences.Davis and Dunning chose the 100 terms with the greatest statistical signi�cance59from the set of terms appearing in the Spanish sentences that were aligned with the100 sentences most similar60 to each English query. This technique achieved an averageprecision of 0.02.Davis and Dunning's �nal technique was based on direct translation of term vec-tors [16, 23] using a linear operator. They began by forming one matrix from a col-lection of t�df vectors derived from the English version of the aligned sentences anda second matrix derived from the Spanish versions of the same sentences. They thensolved the resulting underdetermined (and potentially inconsistent) set of vector equa-tions to �nd a linear operator which translated the Spanish matrix into the Englishone. They then used that operator to translate each English query's t�df vector intoa Spanish t�df vector and used the translated vector to rank the Spanish documents.Davis and Dunning achieved an average precision of 0.01 using this technique. Theycautioned, however, that their algorithms for computing the linear operator were stillquite preliminary, so much better performance might be possible using this technique.Oard and others at the University of Maryland have proposed another term vectortranslation approach based on parallel corpora which have been aligned to the wordlevel [20, 47]. Building on term alignment techniques similar to those used by vander Eijk, they described a technique for using a bilingual term list in which alterna-tive translations of each term are assigned (unconditioned) probability values.61 Theyproposed to use this bilingual lexicon as a linear operator to map query vectors intoanother language.62 They claimed that this approach would be well matched with thecapability of a statistical text retrieval system to exploit imprecise information, butthe technique has not yet been implemented and construction of the required bilingualterm list may be a formidable task.3.3.3 Latent Semantic IndexingAnother statistical technique that has been applied to multilingual text retrieval isLatent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [21]. The basic idea is to use a matrix decomposi-tion to identify the principal components of the vector space de�ned by the documentcollection, and then project the vectors into the space spanned by those principalcomponents. In LSI the principal components are thought to represent important con-ceptual distinctions, while the lesser components are thought to represent term usagevariations. So LSI seeks to emphasize the important aspects of the t�df distribution58Recall that they achieved an average precision of 0.04 with unconstrained query expansion.59The statistical signi�cance of each term was estimated using a likelihood ratio test, comparing termfrequency in the selected set with term frequency in the entire collection.60Again, similarity was computed using the cosine measure.61Oard, et. al. actually cited the work of Brown, et. al. [8] on statistical machine translation. Thosetechniques are more complex than van der Eijk's, but they have been applied to much larger parallel corpora.62They proposed this technique in the context of vector space text �ltering, in which a vector representationof the information need is constructed without reference to an explicit query.21



and suppress the e�ect of varying term usage. Documents can then be compared usingthe cosine similarity measure and ranked for display in the usual way.LSI has been applied to multilingual text retrieval in a similar way to the relevancefeedback technique described above [5, 37, 38, 76]. The basic approach is best illus-trated by Landauer and Littman [38]. Randomly selecting 900 training paragraphs and1,582 evaluation paragraphs from the Hansards collection, a parallel corpus of Canadianparliamentary proceedings, they �rst applied LSI to identify the principal componentsof the training set. When LSI is applied to a parallel corpus, the matrix decompositionnaturally identi�es the principal components in the vector space associated with eachlanguage and produces a mapping from each to a common representation space withfewer dimensions. They then selected the principal components of the t�df vector forevery paragraph in the evaluation set, regardless of language, in this common repre-sentation space. Using the English vectors as queries, they found that the top rankedFrench vector was derived from the translated version of the English paragraph in 92%of the 1,582 cases. Unfortunately, the lack of a bilingual corpus with available relevancejudgements precluded a more traditional recall-precision evaluation.Berry and Young repeated this work using passages from the Bible in English andGreek [5]. They were able to demonstrate that �ne-grained training data, using onlythe �rst verse of each passage to identify the principal components, improved retrievalperformance over Landauer and Littman's coarse-grained approach. Using 16 shortqueries, each of which had between two and six relevant passages in a collection of 734passages which they constructed.63 Rather than report precision-recall results theyobserved that the average rank of a relevant document decreased from about sixth tofourth when the same number of training verses were distributed across every passagein the collection rather than clustered in a small group of passages.In an interesting combination of corpus-based and thesaurus-based techniques,Evans and others at Carnegie Mellon University used LSI to suggest terms from acontrolled vocabulary of 125 English medical terms based on natural language queriesexpressed in Spanish [24]. Augmenting de�nitions found in three English medical the-sauri with related words from both English and Spanish, they obtained a training setof 3,084 words.64 Their report presents two examples in which the most highly rankedterms would be good choices for use in a controlled vocabulary search.3.4 Other research projectsIn addition to the work we have cited, we are aware of three other research groupsinvestigating multilingual text retrieval. Because we know of no published researchresults from these projects, we simply describe their stated objectives briey.In December of 1993 a team led by Laus-Maczynska of the French �rm Cap GeminiInnovation began work on the CRISTAL project [11].65 A part of the I*M-EuropeLanguage Engineering program, CRISTAL is being designed to retrieve documentsfrom a French collection using queries in French, English or Italian using the FrenchDicologique thesaurus. It is scheduled for completion in May of 1996.63The queries contained between one and four words.64Evans, et. al., used term de�nitions from the QMR, PTXT and UMLS META-1 thesauri.65CRISTAL stands for Conceptual Retrieval of Information using Semantic dicTionAry in three Languages.22



Liddy, of Syracuse University and Textwise Inc., began a feasibility study of multi-lingual text retrieval for the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in 1994 [1].The proposed system, known as CINDOR, was designed to exploit a multilingual the-saurus for concept retrieval.Finally, in a 1995 research paper on adaptation of the INQUIRY probabilistic textretrieval system for monolingual text retrieval in languages other than English, Croftand others from the University of Massachusetts briey described future plans to in-vestigate cross-linguistic text retrieval [14].4 Some Observations on the State of the ArtWe will now take advantage of the background we have developed to make a fewobservations on the present state of multilingual text retrieval practice and research.Controlled vocabulary techniques are extremely well developed, but fully auto-matic thesaurus construction is still in its infancy. Furthermore, multilingual conceptretrieval techniques such as query expansion that could exploit information encodedin a thesaurus without human intervention at indexing or retrieval time have thus farbeen limited to approximating the within-language e�ectiveness of the same techniquein the same domain. Without e�ective automatic thesaurus construction, the limiteddomain of concept retrieval techniques will remain a serious limitation.The relative immaturity of corpus-based techniques means that thesauri are presentlyan important component of any practical multilingual text retrieval system, regardlessof whether an exact match or a ranked retrieval model is adopted. Furthermore, in-tegration of thesauri with techniques based on corpus statistics is an area of activeresearch in computational linguistics, and there is some indication that the best fea-tures from each can be captured when the two techniques are combined [30]. Becausethe most sophisticated multilingual text retrieval thesauri in existence are in controlledvocabulary systems, ongoing research e�orts would likely bene�t from leveraging whathas been learned in this work.The di�ering domains of available parallel corpora and scored corpora (corporafor which relevance judgements are available) remains the largest single obstacle toevaluation of corpus-based techniques. We are not aware of a single instance of a largeparallel corpus with an associated set of queries for which relevance judgements areavailable. Without such a corpus, the best possible experiment design is to train on aparallel corpus from a domain similar to that of the evaluation corpus. Unfortunately,we are not aware of any techniques for estimating the e�ects, or even the degree ofa mismatch between the training and the evaluation domain. Without either scoredparallel corpora or some way of estimating the e�ect of a domain di�erence it willnot be possible to draw conclusive observations from large-scale studies such as thoseconducted by Davis and Dunning [16].The performance of monolingual techniques under the same experimental condi-tions appears to be a good benchmark for an upper bound on retrieval e�ectiveness.There is presently no evidence that multilingual techniques can reliably exceed theperformance of monolingual techniques. Fluhr and Radwan have demonstrated thatit is reasonable to lower bound the e�ectiveness of a multilingual text retrieval systemwith the e�ectiveness of a modular approach in which fully automatic machine trans-lation to preprocess the query, and our analysis in section 3 supports this assertion.23



Agreement on these two common points of reference would facilitate comparison ofmultilingual text retrieval approaches across di�erent experiments. The resources re-quired to realize the potential of modern fully automatic machine translation systemsmay limit the utility of this approach in smaller studies, however.One important di�erence between monolingual and multilingual retrieval is thatpolysemy appears to be a key limiting factor. In particular, polysemy seems to becomea problem more rapidly in multilingual retrieval than in monolingual retrieval as the sizeof the domain increases. Three researchers, operating with very di�erent experimentdesigns, have con�rmed that polysemy can be reduced using syntactic and semanticinformation, of which the simplest type is phrase formation. This suggests that wordsense disambiguation which, like phrase formation, has demonstrated limited utility ina monolingual context might be a productive avenue for further investigation.The key issue in application of any natural language processing technique to mul-tilingual text retrieval is improving precision without a signi�cant adverse e�ect onrecall. This argues for investigating relatively shallow techniques that can be designedto degrade gracefully as the domain drifts. One of the pitfalls of translating queries isthat short queries may increase the adverse e�ect of polysemy by limiting contextualclues about word sense. In order to deal with this e�ect, Hull and Grefenstette haveproposed using structural information from the document space to enhance domain-speci�c interpretation of the query [32] and Radwan and Fluhr have implemented asimple version of this approach. In contrast, Oard and his colleagues suggested exploit-ing the structure of user interest evidence gained over time [47]. The two approachesseem complementary, with the decision between them depending on the relative rateat which the document space and the users' information needs are changing.5 ConclusionIn use since 1965, controlled vocabulary multilingual text retrieval systems are clearlyable to provide satisfactory solutions in some applications. That fact often seems tobe overlooked, however, by researchers seeking to develop techniques suitable for cost-e�ective application in broad domains. This appears to reect a dichotomous worldview between Library Science, which has embraced exact match concept retrieval, andComputer Science, which has embraced natural language ranked retrieval systems.Because they �ll di�erent niches, the two disciplines have developed conicting termi-nology for similar concepts. One goal of this survey has been to unify those two worldviews.We have described a taxonomy of multilingual text retrieval approaches that isbased on a fundamental division into thesaurus-based and corpus-based approaches.Controlled vocabulary and concept retrieval are the two dominant approaches to the-saurus utilization. Deeper semantic processing has been applied in a few cases, mostnotably in the EMIR project. Automatic thesaurus construction bridges the gap be-tween the thesaurus-based and corpus-based approaches, and the linear and nonlinearapproaches to term vector translation complete the taxonomy. We have contrastedthese approaches with a modular \translate-then-retrieve," explaining how a more in-tegrated approach can achieve better performance with less e�ort. The experimentalresults obtained in the EMIR project agree with our assessment.24
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